Lone Worker
Solutions
Meeting your duty of care to
vulnerable and field-based staff

Overview
PageOne offer a range of Lone Worker monitoring and alarm services to help ensure
the safety of vulnerable staff, whether out in the field, working within large building
complexes or at premises which are otherwise unattended.
From simple SOS alerting to sophisticated ‘man-down’ monitoring PageOne offer both
2-way paging and Smartphone based Lone Worker solutions, which can be easily
integrated for use in day-to-day operational messaging.
> Responder 2-way Pager

> Trio 2-way Pager

Incorporating an SOS alert button and GPS locationpositioning, enabling staff to initiate an emergency
alert wherever they are.

The Trio includes sophisticated impact/tilt/motionbased sensors to deliver ‘man-down’ monitoring
and SOS alerting. An optional welfare-check
function provides a periodic reminder signal which
if not acknowledged automatically generates an
SOS alert. The Trio includes GPS location positioning
and also works with PageOne’s unique IBT beacon
system to locate staff inside major building
complexes.

> Responder App for Smartphone
Available for Blackberry, iPhone and Android devices
the Responder App includes a specific Lone Worker
and SOS mode, which when activated requires the
user to acknowledge a periodic welfare-check.
Failure to do so, generates an SOS alert combined
with the last known GPS location.
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Monitoring and alarm escalation
Lone Worker status and messaging is integrated
with Connect, PageOne’s secure cloud-based
messaging solution, providing alarm and
mapping functionality as well as a log and audit
trail of staff messages and locations.

around, and in an emergency scenario an SOS
alert is auto-generated to include the user’s
location, for quick, easy and rapid response. If
the user ventures outdoors, the Trio pager will use
GPS to register the users position.
Simple to install, the small, low power IBT beacon
units require only a 240v AC power socket.
PageOne can undertake a survey of your building
to recommend the number and location of
beacons necessary to ensure the safety of your
staff based on your building layout, level of
location and required granularity.

Ordering
To see how PageOne can help your
organisation, why not book a free,
no obligation consultation from one
of our Messaging Specialists via the
numbers or email below?
Contact PageOne
0844 811 0070
www.pageone.co.uk
Ordering
orders@pageone.co.uk
Support
customersupport@pageone.co.uk

SOS message notifications can also be autoforwarded to email, SMS, and paging devices to
help improve response and escalation times. With
the Responder Smartphone solution, a live
dashboard view shows the current status of all
active lone workers.

In-building location monitoring and
response
Lone Worker systems typically rely on GPS satellite
positioning to locate staff in an emergency, however
the confines of indoor sites prevent GPS positioning
from monitoring staff across large building
complexes such as hospitals, factories or universities.
PageOne’s IBT Lone Worker solution combines the
messaging and SOS/man-down capability of the Trio
2-way pager, with the ability to locate staff indoors
or out at external locations. Using a number of

Integrates with your operational
messaging
All PageOne Lone Worker solutions support 2-way
messaging as standard, allowing you to utilise
your chosen device within your day-to-day
operational alerting, whether it be to individuals
or groups. With delivery and read receipts you
know whether staff have received messages.
Giving them the opportunity to reply or update
their current availability and status provides an
even greater level of information, enabling you to
make better informed decisions.

small low-power IBT location beacons, the Trio
pager registers its location as the user moves
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